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PREFACE
Since the close of World War II there has been a rapidly grow
ing interest in the theological science of hermeneutics. This
revival of interest in the methodology of interpreting the
Scriptures is found among diverse groups of Christians. It is
pronlinent in die various branches of Protesrantism. It is clear

among the various Roman Catholic orders and in the Greek
orthodox communion. Christians not only want to communi
cate to the men of today, but they want to know the biblical

basis for what they have to say.
This serious interest in hermenetitics has helped to show why
Christians differ with each other. Different principles and pro
cedtjres yield different results, and even the same basic princi
ples may he applied differently. Such an understanding of
dillerences, however, is necessary to helping others and to being
helped by them in one’s own interpretative endeavors.
The same serious interest in interpretation has also brought
into focus agreements among various interpreters. \Vlteri in
terpreten from various groups have worked together to unfold
the meaning of a passage, agreement on many significant con
clusions has been reached. Thus herineneutics is a potent
unifying force in the Christian church.
ihe most impelling motive br learning to interpret the
scriptures correctly is the necessity to understand clearly for
ourselves exactly what we are trying to commun hate to others.
The need to communicate all of the gospel message is urgent:
‘Woe to me if I do not preach the gospel” (I Cor, 9:16); but
double is the woe to one who, though lie claims to be preach
ing the gospel, does in fact not do so because he has misin
terpreted the written record that presents the gospel. It is my
earnest desire that ever)- reader of this book shall proclaim the
vii
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truth of Cod with new urgency, and with greater understand
ing.
The principles found in this book will help the reader to
understand that much of the variety in interpretation is good
and that it represents a creativity for which the Christian
church may he grateful. The principles will also show that
m tich of the variety is caused by a fail tire to foIl ow sound
methodology in interpretation. The purpose of this book is (i)
to sli ow [hat the st uden of the Bib] e In ust have a )roper
method of interpretation to get at the [till meaning of the
Bible; (ii) to discuss tile many elements of such interpretations;
and ihitis (iii) to guide the serious reader into a correct under
stand in g of tile Scrip aires.
A book of this kind makes one aware of how much he owes
to others. Mv teachers anti students, and a great number of
writers on hiM cal interpretation have all contributed to this
volume. Others have contributed in a very specific Way.
I am greatly indebted to my wife, Alvera Johnson Mickelsen,
for editing the first draft of the manuscript anti for helping in
many other ways. I am also indebteti to Clifton j. Orlebeke for
his pertinent criticisms and his editing o the entire nianuscript
to give it evenness and consistency of expression. Any deficien
cies in arrangement or manner of presentation are my sole
responsibility.
To the Alumni Association of Wheaton College I offer my
thanks and tribute for their support of research in the various
areas of the humanities, biological sciences, physical sciences,
and social sciences. I was the recipient of the Alumni Research
grant for the 1961-62 school year. This grant freed me from all
teaching responsibilities during that year so that I could devote
my whole time to research and writing. XVithout such help, I
could not have written this volume.
I would like to thank Professor Merrill C. Tenney, Dean of
the Graduate School, Wheaton College, for his many indica
tions of help and support. In the second semester of the 196061 school year lie took over one of my courses so that more
time was available to me for research. Such unselfish giving is
a beautiful expression of Christian love ti action. In addition
I would like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Professors
Otto A. Piper, Amos Niven Wilder, and Warren Young for their
help in providing bibliographical information. Finally, for his
painstaking work on the subject index, I express my thanks to
Mr. XVanen A. Ilarbeck, who was my graduate assistant during
the past academic year.
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Part of this volume 1 used in the spring of 1963 as the
Mctlwain Lectures at Gordon Divinity School, Beverly Fanns,
Massachusetts, I was happy indeed to discuss with Gordon
faculty members and students many of the subjects here pie
sent
A. BEaEaY Miazzsw
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INTRODUCTION

I

Source of the Interpreter’s Principles

IMPORTANCE OF INTERPRETAI1ON

The term “hermeneutics” designates both the science and art
of interpretation. The Greek verb hcrmenczuj means ‘to in
terpret or explain.’’ The Greek noun hermencia means ‘‘inter
pretation, “explanation.”1 In both the Greek counterpart and
the contemporary technical term, interpretation has to do with
meaning Interprention as a discipline is impoi tarn beouse
meaning has to do with the core of a man’s thinking.
The need for interpretation is not peculiar to the Scriptures.
Any doctiment, ancient or modern, must be interpreted. The
decisions of the Supreme Court are actually interpretations of

the Constitution of the United States. Philosophers often de
bate what Plato, Aristotle, or Kant meant by certain phrases
or assertions. The archaeologist who carefully analyzes a re
ligious writing from the Dead Sea Scrolls often finds statements
that puzzle him, and he must use all the principles and skills
he knows to reach even a tentative conclusion of meaning.
Whatever the documents, the interpreter must be careful not
to distort the meaning. Such care is required especially in the
interpretation of the Scriptures, for they involve not only
history, proverbs, peoples, and institutions, but the very mes
sage or revelation of God. Timothy was commanded to exercise
great care in handling this authoritative message: ‘‘Make every
effort to present [render] yourself approved [by test] to God, a
workman who does not need to be ashamed, rightly handling
I Henry Genrge Litidell and Robert Scott, A Greek-Ezglls1, Lexicon, 9th
Cd. (1930), 1, 690.
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the mess igc of truth (TI Tim 2 15) 2 To handle the message
of truth tightly clennnds sound principles of interpretation
Some Christians fear that an emphasis upon such principles
ignores the illumination of the Holy Spirit. ‘Tins fear has some
foundation. Many have approached the Bible in a mechanical,
rationalistic fashion. Fleeing from the estreme of mystical
Pet isni, they have rushed into the error of regarding mans
intellect as sd f-st,fhcient. They have t[otiglit that man, strictly
by his own intellectual efforts, could search out and make
known the true and deep meanings of S iipttire. On the op
posite side, there have been sonic sincere people who have
thought that the witness of the Spirit in the heart of the be
liever enables him automatically to know the correct meaning
of every phrase, or verse, or passage. True, the illumination of
the Spirit is essential, but such illumination can be hindered by
wrong approaches to the Scripture. The Christian must skill
fully use sound principles in his efforts to uncover meaning.
Patil speaks forceftilly on this point: ‘‘Now we are not, as the
many, adulterating {i.e,, lit, falsifying in the process of selling]
the message of God, but as out of pure motives, certainly as
froni God, before God, in Christ we are speaking’’ (II Cor.
2 17) The interpreter must have pure motii es lie must spe ik s
one sent ft om God lie must present his conclusions before God
He must do all this with an as areness th it he is bound to Christ
The Greek word arthotonico (rightly handling) only occurs Ii crc anti in
Prin 1:6: ii :5 (LXX) mi i’roverhs the Greek word hoil,,iis (mciis) is found
with ‘lie st-ru. There the ligure 5 tine of cutting
i;imh in a straight
titiectmi,. Waiter Batier stiggests it-re, ‘gnitliiig the word iii truth along a
straight paiit,’’ Greck—Eiiglhh Lexirrn, of i/ic New Testooic,i/ (1957), p. 554.
Bin lie toittexi lieie does ‘lot ios.olve a builder of roads or a gintie, but
i-ather a workman, I lotce. R, St. John Parry suggests that tile Iigtire may
lie of a stone tiason who’ cuts stoiws fair anti straight to lit Ott) timeir places
in a htoithtig. The Posio,ol EpLstln, oil toe, Moulton and Milhgao argue
-

that

-

0

thioto,iith is ;oialogotis to ko,,totosoeo.

Since the kitier word means

“to ijiake ii new or strililge issertitili,’’ 11w former seord wotihil mneait ‘‘to
leitil the uisiiti arighit,’’ I’ocoht,/oiy of the Greek ?e.itoisi,sgt, pp. -150—57.
SlIicq ig i-cs with los enmphisis iriteti lit: says that iutisttliv is “to set forth
bhie Iiiess,ge of truth) correctly oid e,ac.tiv as lie uiitlets(mds ii.’’ icc E/iLslrcs
I’,olotol, . p ira. The Vulgate. often criticiteui sclicit it ttiisses the tmmark,
wi took has an excellent nrii,slition of ot t/uo/o,oo;i,uto in its rendering iccit’
Ioidti,ii rio-——’’lioithliiig i iglitly’’ (correctly, acttiralel)
the passage urges
citeftil liittdliiig of tile S itioOS eleoititts itt the tiicssiuge if trtttht IS (tile
.

1tttts theui it’gethiei

titil proclaims Unit nlesstge.

a The participle ha jietcoon I ci) wIt id, is t raimslateul abos e as ‘‘adulterating’
to liade I,,, peddle, huckster somethuiiig; limier, 0. cit., p. -104. Since
(lie I ratlesinen engaged in ‘flatly tricks, time word often haul a bad con nota
tion. Wiiidisch (Tll’NT. ill, 608-eJi points 001 that l’aul’s usage combines
two ideas: the oifering or presenting of the message of God for inoimey and
the falsifying of the word by atiditiotis. He conclude’s by saying: ‘‘kapetctieiri
itlealls
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BASIC OBJEG11VE OF INILRPRE ERS

Simply stated, the nsk of interpreters of the Bible is to find
out the meaning of a statement (command, question) for the
author and for the first hearers or r aders, and thereupon to
transmit that meaning to modern r odin’s. The intcrpreter will
obsene &hether a gis n statement tends to be understood by
a modern i eader identic dly, similarly, or difl erend) from the
sense mt ndcd by the ancient writer, and ;s ill adju t his cx
pl ination accordingly.
It is cvi lei t that all biblicil •n terpretation has two dimen
sion’. The first i concerned with disco%ering the original mean
ing of a statement, while the second takes account of changes
in meaning shich contemporary readers may attach to the same
words. Much attention has iecen ly been p iid to the second
dimension, and properly so. From the first century \.D. through
the Middle Ages, the gulf between the New Testament world
and later generations was not great. From the Renaissance to
the nineteenth century, however, the gulf widened, and today
modern man can scarcely appreciate many features of the
ancient world and its outlook which are simply assumed by
the biblical authors.
Modern man belongs to an age of technology and to the cul
wre which accompanies it. 1-us environment is different, and
his concepts are often correspondingly different. For instance,
lie tends to think of society individualistically, while the bibli
cal writer emphasies group unity. The modern reader under
stands little of family solidarity, of the ancient pantheon of
pagan deities, and of the tensions peculiar to a society corn
posed of aristocrats, freedmen, and slaves. Hence he does not
grasp fully Paul’s discussions of racial solidarity, of meat offered
to idols, and of the attitude and reaction of a slave. He under
stands something, but seldom realizes how much of the total
meaning eltides him.
VALID

A’.D

INVALID PRlNcIPtn

Principles of hermeneutics are precepts which express or
describe the nrious ways followed by interpreters to get at
tori iogon ton f/icon is di r by a drastic pression for a monstrous misuse
which is carried on with she Holy l ord Paul for that reason on his part
immediately sets forth in comparison the correct deportment, his deport
ment: unselfishness, subjection to God’s own word, responsibic self con
sciousness in relation to God, subjection to Christ.” The abbrevia on TI V \‘7
as used those, refers to C. lriedrich and G. Kittel, Tiut oloriu In I due; hi I,
_ve,,e,, 7eshooeoi (H vols4 1933 mud if.)

6
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meaning They ire st itements of procedure. These principles
may b adapt ci (i.e., consciously learned), adapt d (i e., con
sciously changed), or simply appropriated from one’s habits of
thinking (ic., unconscious acceptanc of what the person re
gard as
iomatic or the natural way to treat any particular
kind of ul ject m-itter). These principles of hemieneuncs are
valid or in ahd depending on whether or not they really unfold
the meaning a tatement had for the author and the first hear
ers or r aders, 1 h y are valid or invalid depending on whether
or not r aders get the zdca that the original author intended to
coni y. The cliff rence betiseen nlid and invalid principles or
procechues may b illustrated as follows.
(a) One i lid principle br determining the meaning of a
isord is to tudy the context of the word plus the usage or mean
ings hich the wo d is known to hae in other contexts. To do
this, one n ust ha e spcc 1k examples of the xai ious meanings of
the iord, nd these ‘x imples must be d a;n from the same
pci 10(1 of histoi y as the writing bei: g s u I ‘e I. On the other
hand, an invalid rinciple is the rule hat one may use ety
moiogy to dete mine the meaning of latci occurre ces of a word.
£ ymology I th science of tracing the meaning of a i ‘ord back
to its root. Th
tymologist asks what did this particular word
mean in its earliest form? \Vhen a o d may be broken up into
fl%o 01 i hi cc p trts, the loot meaning of ea Ii part may be consid
red. But tymological meaning without clear-cut examples of
actual usage contemporary with the given example is worthless.
Such pioce lure in ty sound profound, but in reality etymological
mean ii g may lead th interpreter far from the ii tie meaning of
a word in a p irtic ilar context For example the English word
‘enthusiasm’’ has t L itin and Greek der mon and means
etymologically the f ct of being possessed by a god.” As late as
1807 it is used in the sen. e of ‘possession by a god, supernatural
inspiration, prophetic or poetic ecstacy.’’4 Btit now this etymo
logical meaning is no longer used. The word simply means
“rapturous intensity of feeling on behalf of a person, cause, etc.;
passion;ite eagerness in any ptir it’ To take an example of
the word ‘‘enthusiasm’’ from a work written in the twentieth
century and to give it the meaning ‘possessed by a god” would
be to misinterpret it completely. In the twentieth century there
are no examples of the word which reflect the etymological
meaning.
(b) For a second and more sophisticated example of valid
and invalid hermeneutic principles, we may begin by consider4

The Oxford Universal Dictionasy on Historical Principles (1955), P. 61?.

5 Ibid.
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ing a valuable discussion by Rudolf Bultmann. Bultmann has
a chapter on ‘The N attire of II istory (A)’’ in which lie clis

cusses the problem of hermeneutics and the question of his
torical knowledge.° He rightly insists that ‘‘each interpretation
is gttided by a certain interest, by a certain putting of the qiles
tion.’ Why is a man interested in a particular document?
What question or purpose makes him consider the text? This
interest and purpose Bultmann calls a pre-understanding. A
document from the past may be interpreted from the stand
point of an historian. Or the interest may be that of a psycholo
gist. Another reader may turn to a document because of his
interest in aesthetics. Finally, Bul tmann suggests that one may
view a document from an existential perspective—seeking to
understand history not in its empirical course but as the sphere
of life within which the human being moves, within which hi,
man life gains and develops its possibilities.5
This is, of course, Bultmann’s own framework or perspective
Yet any technicai framework only makes possible a more uni
fied interest. Certainly an historian could he interested in
aesthetics and could also consider an ancient document from
the standpoint of men looking for meaning to existence. Most
people who approach the Scriptures have a rather complex
‘pre-ti n tlerst and i ng.’’ But all of the various elements in this
pre-untlerstanding do affect the results. Bultmann himself is no
mere existentialist in his approach to the biblical literature. lFe
claims to be the kind of historian who holds to an unbreakable
chain of cause and effect in lustoiy. This view of history is also
held by philosophers known as logical positivists.
The historical method includes the presupposition that history
is a unity in the sense of a closed continuum of effects in which

individual events are connected by the succession of cause and
effect
This closedness means that the continuum of historical
happenings cannot be rent by the interference of supernatural
transcentlent powers and that, therefore, there is no “miracle’’ in

this sense of the word°
Here it becomes clear that “pre-understanding” and presup
position” are related as a part to a whole. A presupposition is
one particular pan of a total pre-understanding.
Bultmann himself illustrates the fact that presuppositions
tend to control the interpreter in his investigation. He readily
Rudolf flultmann, The Presence of Eternity (1957). pp. 110-22.
Tlbid., p. 113.
S Ibid., pp. 114-115.
9 Rudolf Bultrnann. ‘Is Exegesis Vi[1iout Presuppositions Possible?’ in
Existence and Fail), (1960), pp. 291-291
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adin its that the Old Testament speaks of the interference by
God in history. But lie claims that since historical science cam
not demonstrate such an interference, the Old Testament
merely records that there were those who believed in such an
interference, The interpreter cannot say that God has not
acteti in history. If a man wants to see an act of God in an
historical event, he may do so. But history vill always record
this event in ternis of immanent historical causes’0 1-lence a
Christian may believe that God led some Israelites out of Egypt.
Yet since there are no accounts outside of the Bible ‘of a
company of slaves that escaped from Egyptian slavery and that
was established as a racial and religious community by a man
named Moses,” one must depend upon evidence which is
circumstantial, The people known as Habiru or Apiru led a
sentinomadic life. It is likely that the Hebrews of the Old
Testament were a part of these peoples since their migration to
Egypt and their manner of life seen in Genesis and Exodus is
very similar. History indicates the ‘‘perennial tendency of no
madic anti seminomadic groups to infiltrate into the sown lands
of Egypt anti Palestine,’’12 Thus for Bultmann, history is limited
to cause and effect relationships in a time-space framework. The
possibility of God breaking through into these relationships is
automatically ruled out by.’in empirical definition of what is
possible. This view is widespread among many who would not
classify themselves as sharing Bultmann’s existentialistic de
mythologizing approach to scriptural materials.
There is no neutral ground in this controversy. If God did
break through into history’3 as the Bible records, then he is not
only active in history, but he acts freely and purposefully above
and beyond history. He then becomes the Cause of all other
causes and effects, and at the same time he may act in, with,
alongside of, anti apart from any secondary causes or effects.
Instead of Bultmann’s closed continuum, such an interpreter
wotild have a controlled con tin tin in. Nothing is haphazard or
erratic. God has established laws, but he is not a prisoner of
his own laws. Bultmann has a universe with a lid on. Unfor
tunately one gets the uncomfortable feeling that not only is
man shut up to existence under this lid but so is God.
Hence orthodoxy, insisting on a controlled continuum, is
Ibid., p. 292.
Cf. J. Coert Rylaandam, “Exodus,” The Interpreler’s Bible, ed. George
Arthur Buitrick ct a?., 1,836.
12 Ibid.
13 Sec H. H. Farmer, “The Bible: Its Significance anti Authority,”
The In
terpreter’s Bible, 1, 5-7.
10
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actually asserting the freedom of God. That God is free to act
becomes clear in the miracles of Jesus. As we examine these
carefully, certain characteristics emerge. There are other ac
counts in ancient times of miracles, but there are vast differ
ences between these and the biblical accounts. Grundmann
makes some wise observations on this point:

As a doer of miracles Jesus does not stand alone in his time
The Hellenistic and Jewish environment is full of miraculous
e’ cots and miracles of the gods, and miraculous disk. The olin
des of Jesus are to be difiejentiated in a thret fold nnnm r from
the inii.ic ic of his time: n. The NT miracles of Jesus have tioth—
ing to do with magic or magical means am’ proc eedings as do the
nmjoritv of the miracles outside of the New Testament. 5. ‘1 he
miracles rn called fin rh through the powc’rfullv fulfilled word of
The
Jesus whitit has nothing ID [IC) wiLh magic ii fcnmnli
Inirac les of Jesus are a part of the breaking through of the reign
cif Cml, which Jesus brought with his person in proc lainanon and
action. .1 hey are the reign of Cod which cn-ercome.s and n-prcs.es
.

.

.

the Satanit—demonic sphere of influence. ihe mnacles of Jesus
liii, SiLo
Ire, as Ills c-nIne hl%tory, est Inuologwd events
atiu:l the Iiaii distinc non to ill othei HIll It Uloti, t ellis appt11
althoogl I the miracles of Jesus may exhibit a numi is of paral Ic Is.
Therein the history of Jesus is eschatological history so that wi [ii

him thc reign of Cod brc’iks through c The miracles haie as i
supposition the faith of the authors irid of those who recee the
miracles They are accomplished thus in a thoroughly persoinl
rchtionslup Jesus cm do no mlr tcles in N-sr iretfi hcc suse hith
is lacking (Matt. 13:58 & parallels) The disciples were not able
to heal tile boy because they lacked faith (Matt. 17:1 9-20; Mark
9:28-29) By this, magic is removed in tins supposition: not the
knonledge of m igic il mnns or formuli hut on thc contriry the
personal rebtion between God and Jesus on the one lnnd, be
tween Jesus and men on the other accomplishes the miracle
without magIcal compulsion or force 14
.

.

Miracles then become a sample of what will happen ithen God
power is fully expressed and when his rule becomes total The
idea of a controlled continuum in which God may act accord
ing to his purposes for nien is a motif that occurs frequently in
Scripture The idea of a closed continuum is invalid because it
tries to make a norm that controls God But God will not be
regulated in this fashion. The Scriptures assert God’s freedom:
‘Who knows the mind of the Lord, or who has become his
advisor, who has instructed him” (Isa. 40: 13LXX, cf. Rom.
11:34). Obviously the Scriptures know nothing of a God who
adheres to the norm of a closed continuum.
14 Waiter Grundmann, “Dunamai / dunarnis,” TWNT,

JI, 302-03.
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AREAS ui Srrnv rkoii Vnicn PaiNciirrs -Rr DRAWN

Every interpreter, whether he is aware of it or not, draws his
principles from certain areas of study. It is important, therefore,
to survey these areas and to discuss briefly the relevant princi
pies derived from hem.
1. a’ ig 11(1
Language is one of the most important areas from which
principles are cli mu The Bible is wit ttcn an three lingu iges
Hebrew, Ar tmaic anti Greek The bettcx in interpreter knois
these languages, the easier will be his task. But what about
those who do not know these languages? They should know all
they can about the languages. With such knowledge they can
adapt some of the principles which should be applied to the
original text to the English translation (or German, French,
Spanish, etc., as the case may be) •1
Hebrew and Ararnaic. Both Hebrew and Aramaic are part of
the Semitic language family. Semitic languages were spoken
over a wide territory. Snaith points out that ‘‘the Semitic
languages may be roughly grouped over four geographical
areas: (a) Eastern—Akkadian (the modern name for Assyrian
arid Babylonian) ; (b) lVestenz— Hebrew and the languages of
ancient Palestine and Trans-Jordan; (c) Northern—the various
Aramaic di ilects including the later Syriac (d) Southern—
Arabic -md Ethitopic ‘ All of the Old Tcst iment iv is Writtcn
in Hebrew except for two words of Aramaic in Genesis 31:47,
a verse of Aramaic in Jeremiah 10:11, a large section of Ara
maic in Daniel 2:4-7:28, and two Aramaic sections of Ezra
consisting mostly of letters (Ezra 4:8-6:18; 7:12-26). These
quantitative comparisons do not, however, convey accurately
the influence of each of these languages. Hebrew, as one of
the languages oF ancient Palestine, dominated a relatively
small territory Aram;uc, on the other hand, had a long hisS
tory and developed to cover a large Lerritofl. Albright points
out that in die Ia te Bronze Age (about 1550-1200 B.C.) there
are many relereitces to the Semitic nomads of the Syrian Des
ert who were then called the Ahlamu. These were scattered
from the Persian Grill to the Upper Euphrates Basin.nT Tig
lath-pileser 1 (1116-1078 B.C.) clarifies who these Ahiamu were
-

1% Norman H. Snai iii. ‘‘Tue Language of the old Testament,” The Inter
preters Bible, 1, 220.
iii Ibid.
17 William F. Aibriglit, ‘‘The Old Testament World,” TI,e Interpreter’s
Bible, I, 263.
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by calling them specifically in his inscriptions “the Aramaean
Ahlamu,” that is, the Aramaean Bedouin.’8 When the Hittite
and Egyptian powers collapsed early in the twelfth century
B.C. these Aramaeans occupied much of Syria. But Aramaic
itself, as Albright sees it, developed as the local speech of some
district of the Middle or Upper Euphrates basin. From here it
spread among the seminomadic population in the oases
around the fringes of the Syrian desert. In the spread of Ara
maic the original Aramaean tribal groups were re-enforced by
Arab tribes. As time went on Aramaic reached out to more
and more tribes. Finally “Aramaic became the principal lan
guage of all Mesopotamia, Syria. and Palestine, and the sec
ondary language of the entire Persian Empire.”9
A history like this leads us to view the whole history of the
Hebrew language as a fight against its first cousin, Aramaic°
The Aramaeans in their advance were nomadic and possessed
no urban culture of their own. When they came into eastern
Syria and northwestern Mesopotamia they adopted the Syro
Hittite culture found in these territories. As an oral language,
Aramaic goes back into the middle and late bronze age and
antedates Hebrew. The written form developed when these
wandering people settled in urban communities. This writ
ten form may be recovered archaeologically by going down
through the various strata which remain from these settled
communities.
When the Israelites came into Palestine, they may have
spoken a dialect similar to Aramaic. When Jacob departed
from Haran, he made a covenant with Laban by a heap of
stones. Laban gave the spot an Aramaic name while Jacob
spoke in Hebrew (Cen. 31:18). Since Laban and Jacob lived
together for quite some time, it is obvious that they under
stood each other. We do not know how extensive were the
differences between Hebrew and Aramaic, or how the language
of Jacob’s descendants developed during the sojourn in Egypt,
or whether the popular speech of the Israelites when they re
turned to Palestine was the same as their formal literary writ
ing. When the people of Israel settled down in Canaan, the
Aramaic language was still a rival. Snaith shows indications
of Aramaic in the book of Judgesi” By the time of Hezekiah,
however, there was a marked difference between Hebrew and
Aramaic (H Kings 18:26; Isa. 36:11) so that the average person
Ibid.
Ibid.
a) Ct. Snaitil, p. 223.
21 Ibid.
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in Jerusalem could understand little or nothing of Antmaic.
It in tist be noted that only oral speech was i ti’. cited in the
disctissiott between the messengers of Sennadierib and those
of [Thick ab, Those who could read and wi-i te 1-lebrew may
not have found the written form of Aramaic so drfhcu It.
After 721 B.C. the Aramaic influence on Judali increased.
Assyria moved deportees into the Northern kingdom. Vith
the Babylonian captivity of Judal, the Jews were confronted
with Anima ii both in their captivity and in their return to
Palestine. A fier the captivity. Hebrew was used among the
educated people because to them it wasar ci igious and literary
language. B ut the common people used Arama ic. By the tune
ol Jesus, Ai-;imaic had been the dominant language for hun
(II eds of years,
In the Talmuds both Hebrew and Aramaic are Found.
‘Ibrotigliout t lie centuries the Rabbis fought to keep alive the
knowledge of I lebrew. During the Renaissance I tebrew again
became an active tool in the hands of Christian scholars.
Suit e the formation of Israel in 1918, Hebrew has become a
motlerii. lvng language.
Biblical Flebrew, like all Semitic languages, has a tn-literal
or three consonantal verb root. Prefixes and suffixes of various
kiwis are added both to verbs and nouns. Throughout its ac
use tist I Icbrcw 5’. 15 1 consonantal Iangtiage 1 his mc Ins th
when the language was written no vowels were used. The I—Icbrew read from right to left. When he saw consonants, he
menta] hy added the vowels which went with the consonants
to form syllables. If two words had the same consonants, he
distinguished meanings by the context. Take [or example
the following two English sentences: (I) My brother is strngr
than 1. (2) My brother felt like a strngr when lie returned to
the place of his birth. The context makes it clear that in the
first sentence the word is ‘‘stronger’’ anti in the second sen
tence lie word is “stranger.” But sometimes anibigtrities can
occur. For example, the English consonants ‘inn’’ are found
in a ti utiuber of English words such as ‘‘firm, ‘‘‘‘form,’’ ‘‘frame,’’
“farm, ““from,” etc. In Hebrew, to help overcome some of
these tldhttilties, certain consonants served as a partial expres
sion of vowels. But since the Hebrews were used to working
without vowels, they felt no need to designate specifically the
vowel sotintis. Vet during the centuries when the language was
no longer spoken (well over two thousand years) those who
opied the 1-lebrew writings feared that the correct pronuncia
tion would be lost and the ambiguities would multiply. So in
the sixth anti seventh centuries AD. vowel signs or points be-
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gan to be used to indicate which vowel should be supplied. In
the present Hebrew text these points are placed tinder the
iettei s antI over the letters. Similar marks are placed within
letters to show that consonants should be doubled or that cer
tain consonants should have a harder or softer sound: b and
v, k and c/i (weak), p antI 1bh, t and th (in thin), go and age,
day and this. The first of these pails is hard and the second is suIt,
The Hebrew and Aramaic languages may be studied and
classified in a threefold way: (I) Accidence—the forms of
words; (2) Lexicography—the meaning a1 icords; (3) Syntax—
the relationship of words, phrases, and clauses. The hi-st and
thud stibjecis are covered in the standard Hebrew and Ara
maic gr:iminars,2 while the second is treated in i.he Hebrew
anti Araniaic lexicons. 1-lence if the student uses these sources
correctly, lie is in effect applying those prui rip/es of biblical
interpreta ion which derive from the languages themselves.
Greek. Ilie Greek language hasa magnificent history. It
has been a living language continuously for 3000 years, be
ginning in the second millen nitim 13.C, and passing through
Iota distinguish tble periods The classical period extends from
Homer (thorn 1000 BC) to Ai istotle (died 322 BC) folimsed
by the Koine period, winch lasted to AD 529 when Justrn
ian closed the itademy of Plato -it Athens md prohibited the
teaching of Creek philosophy The Byzantine period ends with
the c-tpture of Constmntinople by the Turks (AD 1453) and
is succeeded by the modern period, which extends to the we
ent day.2i
Al though the interpreter of the New Testament is interesi ed
priimarily in die ‘Koine’’ period (322 B.C. to AD. 529), he
does not ignore the meaning of words in classical Greek. He
knows that the ‘‘Koine’’ simplifies classical Greek in its tise of
particles, its syntactical constructions, its failure to change
moods alter secondary tenses, antI the like. Vet he cannot af
ford to ignoi-e the indispensable background of usage estab
lished by the classical writers.
Moreover, although the biblical interpreter is primarily in
terested in the ‘‘Koine’’ of the New Testament, he does not
ignore other authors and writings of the same period. These
include the Septuagint; the wi-hers of literary ‘‘Koine’’ such
as Polybius, Diotlortis, Strabo; a Stoic philosopher such as
Epictetus; the Jewish theologian, Philo; and the Jewish his
torian, Josephus. He is aware that the Greek fathers of the
Sec Cliapier 6.
Bruce rt. %tctzger, ‘The Language of the New Testament,’’ The Iiiicr
fueler’s Bible, Vtt, ‘14.
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church also wrote in “Rome” Greek. All those mentioned
above belonged to the educa ted level of society. In addition,
there are abundant materials written on papyrus and ostraca
which show us how the common man in the lower classes of
society expressed himself. These are also valuable to the
interpreter.
Greek, like Hebrew, may be analyzed anti classified under
the he-idings of (I) Acc,dence—the forms of words, (2) Lexi
cography—the me wings of words 3) Synnx—the relationship
of words, phrases ‘tnd cFtuses Greek is inflected nen more
highly than 1-lebrew or Aramaic, and hence is capable of great
precision. Its [tiller range of possibilities permits thought to be
expressed in richer and deeper nuances, offering a real chal
lenge to those who want to find the exact meaning of a word
in a particular context. 1-lere the interpreter is helpetl by ex
cellent lexical tools.21 In the relationship of words, phrases,
and clauses, the interpreter who knows Greek can study the
flow of thought very accurately. The peon who does not
know Greek must depend upon a good commentary. Unfor
tunately, the commentator often gives only one choice of
meaning and proceeds to show why this is correct, or lie may
show a number of possibilities and confuse the reader who
does not know the basis for choosing one over the others.
Principles which rest on die best procedures in accidence,
lexicography, and syntax are essential for the interpreter of the
Greek New Testament. The conscientious interpreter must an
alyze language to draw out its meaning but must steadfastly
resist any procedure that reads in’’ meaning. The true un
guist is impatient with historical, philosophical, or theological
ventriloquists who project their ideas upon the author.
Textual Criticism. Textual criticism is the science of deter
mining as closely as possible what the original author wrote.
Valid principles of textual criticism are those that have stood
the test of usage and criticism. Westcott and Hort did a mon
umental job in their day of showing what was involved in
textual critic ism25 They dealt with the need, method, and ap
plication of principles of textual criticism, They pointed out
that the ‘‘textus receptus’’ (received text) is a late, polished
text which deviates frequently from tile original writings, and
Chapter 6.
Brooke Wesicoct and F. J. A. I-intl. The New Testament in the Original
Greek: Introduction; Appendix (Cambridge and London: Macmillan and
Co., 1881). The Introduction consists of 32-1 pages. the Appendix of 188
pages. These 512 pages are a strung protest against any haphazard approach
to NJ. textual criticism.
24
25

See
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that the King James version, which is based on this text, con
tains similar faults. Burgon and Miller20 opposed Westcott and
Hon and defended the ‘textus receptus,’ but in the years that
followed, the defenders of the textus receptus” became fewer
and fewer. Westcott and Hort’s principles won out. Yet their
theory has also been modified by now, as is inevitable and nec
essary when new data a ml materials continually become avail.
able. At the present time the New Testament scholar has at his
disposal 78 ca talogtied papyrus manuscripts, 247 capital letter
manuscripts, 2,623 manuscripts in a cursive hand, and I ,968
lectionary manuscripts.27
The biblical interpreter cannot, of course, expect that all tex
tual problems have now received definitive solution. He must
be careful to consult the most competent scholars and to em
ploy valid principles when he mtist exercise his own option.
But in general, the interpreter can be quite sure of a text that
closely reproduces the original writing. Basic works in textual
criticism will help the student to understand this important
area.28
In Old Testament studies, the Dead Sea Scrolls brought
about a major breakthrough in textual criticism. Onefourth of
the manuscripts found in the Dead Sea caves consists of books
or fragments of books in the Old Testament.20 During the first
ten years after the discoveries at Qumran complete copies or
fragments were found of every book in the Old Testament ex
cept Esther. Ten or more copies were found of Deuteronomy,
Isaiah, the Minor Prophets, and the Psalms.3° The manuscripts
from Qumran were written between 200 B.C. and AD, 100;
manuscripts from Murabba’at south of Qumran and another
unidentified area come from the first century A,D. and from
the second century abotmt AD. 135, the time of the second Jew
20 John W. B u rgon and Eciwa rd t i 11cr, The Traditional Text of the Holy
Gospels (1896).
27 Kurt i\Iand, Kurzgefasste Liste der griech isehen Hondseh riflen des
Nenen Testaments, Vol. 1: Geso,o I ilbersiehl (1961).
28 Sec Vincent Taylor, The Text of the New Testament (1961). Jcan Du’
placy, o en est Ia cr11 iq tie Textuelle do Nouveau Testontent? (1957) Kurt
Aland, Kurzgefosste Lisle (icr grieehischeu Handselt riften des Neuen Testo’
ineots, Vol. II: Einzelubersichten, Kurt Aland and U. Ricscnfcld, VolLcthnd
ige Konhordonz des griech iseheu Neuemm Testaments, Unter Zugrund legung
aT cr modcrnc krimischcn Textausgahen und dcs textus rcceptus, Vol. 1 TI.
Kurt Aland, Dos Neue Testament auf Papyrus, Vol. IV. ‘ols. II, III, IV are
to be published.
20
Milik, Ten Years of Discovery in the Wilderness of Jndea (1959),
J,
p. 23.
ao Ibid.
‘.
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isii revel ti By studying ii te forum of the letters in these mann
scrIpts, sr liolars have worked out ftt rtiier tile deveio1 alien t of
tile square script. Paleograpliy (study of the fonns of writing)
has 1)1 oveti a useini tool 01 dating.
As;ir esitli of the Dead Sea Scrolls, scholars are seeing again
that the Septuagint (the C leek translation of the OT. made
lioiii 251) to 150 BC.) ns:iv 1)01111 to earlier readings than those
found ii the i\ [assol-etic text (developed horn tile set ond to
nmtli celitiiries A.D.). Ira the near ftittire better texts of the
Old lestal1Ieui will he produced and the methods of Old Tes—
t:rnieiat lexitlal criticism tell! achieve greatel- pretision and con
lidente its clear:ng tip those pissiges where the Isseanilag has
been obsi nrc because 01 etrrsrs or changes by those who copied
tue text. New handbooks on Old Testament text tail critic isan
tv ill also be fort hcom ‘ag. Ernst Wurtltwein ‘s The Text of the
Old Tar/a teen! (1957) repi cen ts the development of old Tes
tament textual criticism tip to the time when Kittel-Kahle’s
B thija He bra lea served as a standard Hebrew text. It covers the
transmission of the Hebrew text, tile translations made from
the I iebrew text in ancient ii rises, and tile methodology of
festament textual criticism. The newer handbooks, like

Old
all

pres ions works in textual t it turn, must show how one goes
from qtlantities of unsifted niaterials to the text chosen by Use
ilItel-pI-eter as being of the best quality according to Ins dis
crinlill.iting jtidguietit.
llw iliterpleter lutist work otit Isis interpretation of any ps

the best text. i.e., the text closest to the original writ
II lse does not know Gacek. I lebrew, or Arinitic, I Isen he
shiottid check agood conlinentiry wh Rh goes into stiffluient de
tail to Ic-Il tile reader that dillerent readings make a dilleience
ill Isleall 11g. ikid commentaries cannot say much, but I lacy can
point out tile \ariotls possibilities of translation,” Those who
sage from
nag.

know tite biblical languages should know textual criticism teell
elsotIgli so tlsit on crucial passages they can tell wily they pre
fer one rem hug over anot her.

In (as’ ct tu &mantl(
Il/ftj4,

Pi ofessor B-tt-r cleftnes

scm intics

is

pp. 19, 98, 135.

p. 35.
a’ See c;. I. Thorn pson,
Ibid..

Row tilt,’’ The New B i tile Cot,, 0’ en to 5)’, cii. F.
Davicisot, AM. S tihbs, trid F. F, Kevan, p. 9-18, where l’wf. Thompson corn
niunts on Row. 5:5. On such seemingly small dennis as punctuation see A. B.
Ii cke tseo, ‘‘H oma us, -. The I l’yr (life B lb/c Co itt 50 CO ((I ry, cd. Cli at] Cs l’fei Iter
and E. F. Harrison, p. 1209. lIte passage discussed here is Ron, 9:5. On
Ram. 5:1, see p. 11913. On the various locations of the final doxology in Ru
iliamis (in various mnaouscnpts) see p 1180.
-
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He points out th it
the study of signification in langtnge
semantics is a branch both of logic and of linguistics. Seman tics
in the area of biblical linguistics is concerned with the way in
which the meaning of biblical language is understood.’’5 Seman
tics thus defined is almost synonymous with bermeneutics. Lin
guistic semantics, however, stresses bow the elements of language
must be fitted togetber, what nieaning is conveyed separately
by the elements, and what is the total meaning of these dc
men ts wben analyzed in natural tin its of thought,3° wIn I e her
meneutics is a broader term covering these aspects pits other
factors involved in interpretation. Scholars from diverse back
grounds are giving semantics careful attention.
History
Since the Bible contains much historical data, we also must
utilize principles which help to clarify this material. Sennacli
cribs invasions into Palestine (the crucial one in 701 B.C.)
certainly receive extensive treatment in the Biblical record (tf.
II Kings 18-20; II Cliron. 32; Isa. 36-39). But to get a total pic
ture we must also make use of all of the extra-biblical sources
available. This means that a valid procedure must be fo1
lowed to compile the evidence, note chronological sequences,
and evaluate the various facets in the historical picture. Conse—
quen tly, methodology in historical resear h is important for
the interpreter.

Philosophy

In t erpi-eters are al ways iii 6 tien ced in their a pproaci i by ph iiJa lies B air, Th c Semantics of B iN Nra 1 Lang sage (I 96 ). p. I
Ibid.
30 Prof. Barr’s book illustrates this in us chapier hues: I, The hiuportausce
of the l’roblem; II, The Current Conirast of Greek aud Hebrew Thought;
HI, Problems of Method; IV, Verbs, Aciioti, and Time; V, Oilier -\rgumenis
from Morphological and Syniachic l’hienonieoa; VI, Etpnolog;cs aiid Relaied
Ai-gumenis; VII, ‘‘raithi’’ and ‘‘Truth’’———-An Exa,uin;iuion of Sonic Linguistic
Arguments; viti, Some Principles of Kind’s Theological Dictionary: IN,
Language and the Idea of ‘Biblical Theology’’; N, Languages awl ilie Study
(if Theology. 1 lie purpose of lie book is ‘‘us survey arid to criticise ceriam
Ii, res on schi ichi modern c Ii en I ugica I I In nk i ng Ii as been assess iii g awl tisi is g I lie
linguisuc mnameri;il in the Bible’ (p. 1). This book is ;in esalim;aiuis of the
cs a mid proeei In res used by i Ii eologi an s Sc Inch are liken mini t lie a i e;i
p ri Ii
of language and lingtnstics. Prof. Barr insists iliat these prindples arid pni
cedures be valid tines. In the process of Ins evaluation lie uncovers a mnsmnlier
of ioutlitl principles and procedures.
375cc William F. Alhrrighit, ‘The Old Testament IvarkI,’’ lntrrjsreler%
Bible, I, 26-66. Samuel J. Schulz The old Tccta,,ies,i Sprahs, pp. 213-21-I.
34

35
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osopluc;tl presuppositions. Btiltmann shows how some may zip
proadi exegesis with itlealistic conceptions, and others with
pschologkaI conceptions. In place of these Bultmann advo
cates existeiiti;ilistic presuppositions.”’ Still other interpreters
approach the Bible from the viewpoint of realism, or from a
complex combination such as a synthesis of logical positivism,
existential sin, and analytical philosophy?9
Many interpreters do not recognize or analyze their own
philosophical assumptions. But this is dangerous, since philo
sopliical assumptions must be testetl to see if they are valid in
philosophy and further ii they are valid for use outside of
philosophy.
Consequently, the interpreter rutist always keep in mind
philosophy is a source For principles of iii Lerpretation. The
more the interpreter real i/es xvhat is controlling his thinking,
the hetter his cha,ice of eval tiating all asstitnptions that con
trol thought. lie asks himself: ‘Should such an idea influence
me on this jsartic tilar stibject?’ Such self-questioning is nece.s
s;I ry I or good interpret It ion.

Theology
Ever since the Reformation, various schools of theology have
divided the Christian world. There are Thomists, Calvinists,
Arminians, Lutherans, and many smaller movements. Each has
the loyalty of some small or large segment of Christendom.
Most of these schools of thought see themselves as logically
pleseiitiig lie whole of biblical teaching.
\t the same time, the leaders of these schools have never
contended that their theologies were inspired of God. They
know that ci roe creeps into cIte best theological formulations.
Somet hues thi is ci roe consists in out itting part of what is found
in Scripture. Sometimes the error is one of misplaced emphasis.
More lretjt,eni 1 perhaps, error creeps in by the subtle process
of extension. Since the Scriptures make this assertion, it seems
nattiral to in icr that such a statement coupled wi cli others
would lead to this itirthier conclusion. Then this further con
clusion leads to still another. Soon one is far removed from the
simple, clear-ct’ t biblical assertion. Because valid and invalid
mpostions of ten lie side by side in thteologic a I formulations,
it ia easy br i’s to allow otir views in theology to control our
:;S Rudolf Rn it mann. Jesus Christ and Alytliology,
See Chap. IV: Modern
Biblical lnterprciation anti Exste,,tialist Plulosopity,”
pp. 15—59.
30 See, e.g., Wiiiiia,n F. Zuurdceg, An
Analyticol Philosophy of Rctigion
(1938.
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interpretation and exegesis rather than to let our interpreta
tion and exegesis control our theology. Theological principles
which affect the interpreter must be examined as objectively as
philosophical principles.
II the interpreter is convinced that his influencing framework
is the right one and shotthl influence him in his interpretation,
then lie must be prepared to establish the correctness of this
controlling framework. I-Ic must not only know its basic prem
ises, but lie must be able to show that none o[ these premises is
in the least bit contrary to the major emphases and assertions
of Scripture. This will make the interpreter aware of the factors
influencing his thinking.
PRINcII’rrs VERSUs l\IECIIANICAL RULES
The interpreter should realize that principles are not fixed
formulas. The mechanical ruleS approacl to lienneneutics
builds mistaken ideas from the start- Finding a correct inter
preta don cannot be achieved in the way that a druggist fills a
prescription. The druggist mixes ingredients in the exact pro
portions demanded by the physician. Everything is precise. But
synthesizing or analyzing thought is not like synthesizing or
analyzing chemicals. ideas are imponderable: they cannot be
weighed, measured, or counted. Hence they cannot be exposed
to light by following set formulas. The interpreter uses the
valid principles which are relevant to his particular task, but
he must do so with imagination, sympathy, antI judgment. lie
must recognize that ideas belong to persons, and that the per.
sonal factor inevitably introduces an element of subjectivity.
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Lessons from the Past

Interpretation is not something new. Throughout the ages
men have used certain principles with which to interpret the
Scriptures. Many excellent books have been written about the
history of interpretation.’ The purpose of tins chapter, how
ever, is to see what lessons can be drawn from tile procedures
of the past and what have been the major trends in past
epochs. When necessary, we may criticize some of the methods
employed, even though we deeply appreciate the achievements
of these men of past years. In fact, history shows that erroneous
principles have often spoiled the exegetical work of fine men,
some of whom were great saints. ihis should be a warning to
us against carelessness in interpretation. There is less excuse
for us because we can profit by the lessons of the past. It
should also remind us that the use of correct procedures must
be founded upon a dedication to Cod, a consecration to the task,
and a love for men which unites all that we are and know.
Christians now, as in the past, must be totally involved not
1 Milton S. Terry, Biblical 1-Iermeneutics (nd.), Part 111: “History of Bibli
cal Interpretation,’ pp. 6011-738. Robert M. Grant, The Bible in the Church
(1948). F. W. Farrar, History of ln(trpretatzon, Bampton Lectures (1885).
James D. Wood, l’lie Interpretation of the Bible: An Historical introduction
(1958). There is also a tn logy in The Interpreter’s Bible which shows ho’
interpreters have approached the Bible. Robert M. Grant, ‘‘History of the
Interpretation of the Bible: I, Ancient l’eriod,” The Interpreter’s Bible, I,
106-114, John T. McNeill. “Flistory of the Interpretation of the Bible: 11,
Medieval and Reformation Period,’ The Interpreter’s Bible, 1, 115-126, Sam
uel Ternien, “History of the lntcrpretatton of the Bible: III, Modern Pe
riod,” The interpreter’s Bible, 1, 127-141.
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only in the task of bidding men to be reconciled to God in
Jesus Christ but also in showing what this reconciliation
means.
JEWISH INTERPRETATION

Begin ii ings
ll’ork of Ezra. In post-exilic Judaism Ezra was a prominent
figure. He is called a ready scribe (sopher mahiyr) in Ezra 7:6,
He is called Ezra the priest and the scribe in Ezra 7:11, 12, 21:

Nehemiah 8:9; 12:26, and Ezra the scribe in Nehemiah 8:1, 4,
13; 12:36. This language must not be taken anachronistically.
The term in the time of Ezra did not have the connotation of
pedantic concern with minutiae, as it did in Jesus’ day. Rather,
Ezra was one who was learned. He was to teach the law of
Moses, the law of God. Instruction demands interpretation
and explanation.
Those Associated will, Ezra. In Nehemiah 8 Ezra reads from
the law of Moses to a large assembly of people from early
morning until midday (vs.3). He is helped in this endeavor
by a group of men (vs. 7) some of whom are stated to be Lev
ites (see 9:4, 5). If we assume that the men mentioned in Nehe
miah 8:7 are Levites, it follows that this verse together with
verse 9 speaks of a branch of Levites as the Levites that
taught the people.” The fact of divisions of work for the Lev
ites is indicated in 11 Chronicles 34:13, And of the Levites
there were scribes (sopheriin) and officers and porters.’’ This
group could speak truth, as in Nehemiah 8. or could write false
hood, as seen in Jeremiah 6:8. The ones with Ezra were dedi
ca ted to the tm di. Their role in in terpretal ion is made explicit
in Nehemiah 8:7-6:
And they gave utidersta nd lug to the people in the law, and
the people [stood in their place. And they read aloud in the
book, in the law of God making it distinct [expounding extem
pota neously] and setting forth the understa tiding [i.e. tile mean
ilig], and they gave understanding in the read lug.2
This was a complex operation because of the bilingual sitS
uation. As Bowman points out: ‘The original Hebrew text
was tiotibtiess translated aloud as Aramaic, the common speech
of postexilic Palestine.’’’ In place of the above translation
‘‘making it distinct and setting forth the understanding’’ Bow2See Raymond A. Bowman, “The Book of Ezra and the Book of Nehe
miab,” Inlerpreter’s Bible, III, 737.
Ibid.
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would render rise phrase translating at sight and giving
understanding.’’ Hence in the postexilic period cite inter
preter of the Old Testament had to translate the original He
brew text into Aratnaic and then explain tile meaning. Note
how interpretation is joined with oral discourse. The Rabbis
see in this passage the beginning 01 the Targums—the Aramaic
‘Originally the Law was
explanations of the Hebrew text.
given to Israel in Hebrew writing anti the holy language. It
was again given to them in the clays of Ezra in the Assyrian
[i.e. Aramaic] writing and the Aramaic language (Babylonian
Talmtid: Sanhedrin 2lb; Nedarim 37b; cf. Megihlah Sa; Jeru
salem Megillah 71 d)’’5 Since this bilingual situation prevailed
from this time on, the n eetl for translation anti explanation
would have continued. There is reason to believe that a group
of tn en in Israel had the task of handing down (copying) lie
sacred writings and also giving to the common man a transla
tion and explanation of the Scriptures. No doubt when these
men became mdi Iferent to God it showed in their unfolding of
the meaning of Scripture. We know that Judaism rose and fell
between die time of Ezra and the time of Christ. The exile
may have cured Israel of idolatry, but it (lid not prevent
apathy, forusalism, indifference to human need, and social and
political corruption. \isen the Jews were oppressed, the VOi d
of God became meaningful, and they were willing to die for
their fai di. \\Then oppression ceased, die Jewish people usually
settled clown to seeking as much political independence as pos
sible under varying degrees of foreign domination.
The Qnrnran Corn tUtU? fly. Some Jews felt that the complexi
ties of life in Palestine-and the political and social forces hos
tile to the Jewish religious heritage made it impossible for
them to sen-c God as they should. They could not really keep
His law. They could not find enough opportunity to study the
Old lestament Scriptures. Corporate worship was difficult.
Some of the people with these persuasions withdrew to ascetic
communities where they felt that they could live in con formity
to the law of God. In times of great oppression others joined
their group. Sometimes persecution blotted out all or part of
the ascetic community, hut after a while it wotilcl rise again
with its teaching, ceremonial washings, prayer, and meditation.
Qumran was one such community. 1-lere the Scripttmres were
copied. Commentaries were written as well as manuals on com
munity life anti various tractates. In the commentaries inter
pretation is frequently carried out without reference to context.

man
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ibid.
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Milik and Burrows point out that in the commentaries on
Habakkuk, Micali, and the Psalms, the biblical material is cx
plainerl in terms of the Qnmran sect itself. The commentary
on Nihum interprets the biblical material of a different ethnic
group from that of Qumran but in the same contain pora0’ set
ting. The commentaries on Isaiah interpret the text of Isaiah
eschatalogically” The I iabakkuk commentary illustrates all
three procedures: interpreting the text in terms of (1) Qumran,
(2) another contemporary group, anti (3) eschatologyi

This approach to interpretation has plagued interpreters
from the time of the Qumran commun ty to the present (lay.
One of the basic principles of sound interpretation is that a
later interpreter must first find out what the author of an ear
lier writing was trying to convey to those who first read his
words. Interpreters in Qumran forgot this in their haste to ap
ply the &riptures to themselves and their own times. If we first
find the meal) ing of the atrthofs words for his original readers,
we can usually see what we have in common with these read
ersAt these points the application is not only obvious bitt has
a convincing relevance. Such genuine relevance is missing,
however, in interpretation that is arbitrary or ignores the
context.
The Pairs. From Maccabean times to the end of the Hero
dian age (168 B.C—ca. AD. 10) interpretation was highlighted
by a series of friendly debates between sets of two rabbis. The
rabbis of each period had their respective followers. Hence
‘the pairs’ as they were known, kept alive crucial differences
in interpretation as well as preserving the main emphases of
Jtidaism. The schools of Hillel and Shammai were probably
the climax of this type of activity. In applying legal maxims,
I—I lid emphasized the qualifying factors of surrounding cir—
cumsta nces. Sliammai interpreteti with strict rigidity. Hillel
was famous for (I) classifying the topical discussion of the bib
lic il mitenal into 5i\ orders and for (2 his seven exegetical
rules.8 Blackman summarizes his seven rides in this way:
Rule I was called “light and heavy” and signified the infer
ence
from the less to the greater. Rule 2, ‘equal decision,’
meant discernment of analogies and comparisons. Rules 3 arid 4
were concerned wi tli deducing the general i mph ications from one
passage, or from more than one passage; Rule 5 with a more pre
cise statement of the general by reference to the particular, and
vice versa; Rule 6 with the use of one passage to interpret an
-
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MHb Burrows, More Light
fInd., p. 167.
Farrar, n. cit.. pp. 65-66.

an the Dead Sea ScrolLs (1958), pp. 166-67.
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other; and Rule 7 with the use of the whole context to elucidate
a verse or passage.°
These rules are helpful in that they stress logical procedures.
Un fortunately, although the rabbis did apply these rtlles, they
also in ii ited such practices as substituting one letter for an
other, fonning new words, assigning a numerical value to
words, etc. In Genesis 2:7 the Hebrew word “and he [the Lord]
formed’ has two yods (smallest Hebrew letter, eqtiivalent to
English ‘‘y’) in the tinpointed I—Iebrew text, In Rabbinic He
brew the word impulse {yEizer) isa noun from the same root as
‘to form.” Flence, the rabbis deduce that because of the two
yods in Genesis 2:7—the first letter of the words ‘‘to fonn’’ and
‘impulse—God created two impulses in man, a good impulse
and a bad one! 0 This makes us smile, btit it at least shows that
these interpreters carefully observed what was written. Unfor
innately, instead of using their ingenuity to clarify the precise
meaning cornered by the language, they looked for “deeper
hidden rneani ngs.’’
Bobbin ic Literature to the Completion of the Bob Ion Ian Tabti ud
This period extends from about AD. 10 Lo Al). 550. When
we examine the slicer quantity of literature prodttced in this
period, we are forced to admit that the Jewish people were
zealous interpreters. When they were not interpreting the
Scriptures themselves, they were interpreting the in terpreta
tions. Sometimes tile interpretation of the interpretation of the
interpretation had to be interpreted! This effort does indicate
that tile Jews were searching for the Scriptures because they be
I ieved that in the iii they had eternal Ii Ic (cf. John 5:39). Only
the briefest treatment of this period can lie given.’
Two Literary Forms. For centuries tile oral law had existed
in Israel. When the materials finally were written down, two
distinct forms emerged. The in idrash or midrashim were runfling commentaries on the Old Testament. The three oldest
Miclrrishim are on the Pentateuch: the Mekilta on Exodus, the
Sifra on Leviticus, and the Sifre on Numbers and Deuteron
omy. These dealt primarily with the legal material. The Be
reshit Rabbah on Genesis is an example of a homiletic or de
votional type of commentary. In addition to the commentaries
AG. Blackman, Biblical Iiiterprelation (1957), p. 72.
Berakhoth, 6 t See Herman L. Strack arid Pan I Billerbeck, Rout ,n en tar
Zn,,, Nt-ne,, Testanietil ant Tal,nnd ,i,,d ]ifidrasel, (1928), TV. Part I. Neon—
zehnter Exkurs: “13cr gun, und der bGse Trich,’’ p 167.
11 An cxccllcn t summary of this literature can be found in Morton Scott
Enslin, Christian Beginnings (1938), pp. 101-ItO.
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